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NEW PRODUCT:
Bastei-Collection: (6x90 min.) This cycle of TV movies vividly captures the unique atmosphere and emotional impact of the bestselling romance novels of the Bastei publishing house.
Verdict Revised: (12x45 min.) With his four law students, charismatic but tormented lawyer Markus Haglund takes on the cases of convicted felons who claim they're innocent.
Savvy Lena: (3x90 min.) In post-war Germany, Lena dreams of developing TV sets for the masses. In a male-dominated field, and as a poor refugee, she fights an uphill battle.
The Country Doctor: (13x45 min. & 1x90 min.) Germany's longest-running medical series gets an injection of new blood in its 18th season with a new doctor played by heartthrob Wayne Carpendale.
Busting the Berlin Wall: (2x52 min.) Many GDR citizens developed spectacular plans to overcome the Berlin Wall; this documentary examines the most daring escapes.
Stauffenberg—The True Story: (1x52 min.) What turned an aristocratic German general into the mastermind of an assassination attempt on Hitler?
Darwin—The Devil's Chaplain?: (1x52 min.) Psychologically profiles the controversial scientist, visualizes the theory of evolution in 3-D animation and provides views on his theories.
Super Comet: (2x52 min.) With spectacular CGI, and bolstered by scientific facts, this chilling docudrama depicts what would happen to the Earth if a giant asteroid slammed into it.

World's Wildest Encounters: (2x52 min.) Wildlife filmmaker Andreas Kieling searches for the last exemplars of various animals, with close encounters with dangerous and endangered species.
Marie Brand—Collection: (2x90 min.) Marie and the Perils of Greed and Marie and the Charm of Evil launch this collection about a robbery investigator who finds herself solving murders.